The SNMP Management Framework
The SNMP Management Framework presently consists of five major components:
-An overall architecture, described in RFC 2571 [1] .
-Mechanisms for describing and naming objects and events for the purpose of management. The first version of this Structure of Management Information (SMI) is called SMIv1 and described in STD 16, RFC 1155 [2] , STD 16, RFC 1212 [3] and RFC 1215 [4] . The second version, called SMIv2, is described in STD 58, RFC 2578 [5] , STD 58, RFC 2579 [6] and STD 58, RFC 2580 [7] .
-Message protocols for transferring management information. The first version of the SNMP message protocol is called SNMPv1 and described in STD 15, RFC 1157 [8] . A second version of the SNMP message protocol, which is not an Internet standards track protocol, is called SNMPv2c and described in RFC 1901 [9] and RFC 1906 [10] . The third version of the message protocol is called SNMPv3 and described in RFC 1906 [10] , RFC 2572 [11] and RFC 2574 [12] .
-Protocol operations for accessing management information. The first set of protocol operations and associated PDU formats is described in STD 15, RFC 1157 [8] . A second set of protocol operations and associated PDU formats is described in RFC 1905 [13] .
-A set of fundamental applications described in RFC 2573 [14] and the view-based access control mechanism described in RFC 2575 [15] .
A more detailed introduction to the current SNMP Management Framework can be found in RFC 2570 [16] .
Managed objects are accessed via a virtual information store, termed the Management Information Base or MIB. Objects in the MIB are defined using the mechanisms defined in the SMI.
This memo specifies a MIB module that is compliant to the SMIv2. A MIB conforming to the SMIv1 can be produced through the appropriate translations. The resulting translated MIB must be semantically equivalent, except where objects or events are omitted because no translation is possible (use of Counter64). Some machine readable information in SMIv2 will be converted into textual descriptions in SMIv1 during the translation process. However, this loss of machine readable information is not considered to change the semantics of the MIB.
Introduction
The SNMP Agent Extensibility Protocol (AgentX) is a protocol used to distribute the implementation of an SNMP agent amongst a single "master agent" and multiple "subagents". See [17] for details about the AgentX protocol.
The goals of the AgentX MIB are:
-List the set of subagent connections that currently have logical sessions open with the master agent.
-Identify each subagent connection transport address and type.
-Identify each subagent session vendor, AgentX protocol version, and other characteristics.
-Identify the set of MIB objects each session implements, the context in which the objects are registered, and the priority of the registration.
-Determine protocol operational parameters such as the timeout interval for responses from a session and the priority at which a session registers a particular MIB region.
-Allow (but do not require) managers to explicitly close subagent sessions with the master agent.
AgentX MIB Overview
This MIB is organized into four groups. The agentxGeneral group provides information describing the master agent's AgentX support, including the protocol version supported. The agentxConnection group provides information describing the current set of connections capable of carrying AgentX sessions. The agentxSession group provides information describing the current set of AgentX sessions. The agentxRegistration group provides information describing the current set of registrations.
Three tables form the heart of this mib. These are the connection, session, and registration tables. "The default length of time, in seconds, that the master agent should allow to elapse after dispatching a message to a session before it regards the subagent as not responding. This is a system-wide value that may override the timeout value associated with a particular session (agentxSessionTimeout) or a particular registered MIB region (agentxRegTimeout). If the associated value of agentxSessionTimeout and agentxRegTimeout are zero, or impractical in accordance with implementation-specific procedure of the master agent, the value represented by this object will be the effective timeout value for the master agent to await a response to a dispatch from a given subagent. " DEFVAL { The starting OBJECT IDENTIFIER of this registration entry. The session identified by agentxSessionIndex implements objects starting at this value (inclusive). Note that this value could identify an object type, an object instance, or a partial object instance. " ::= { agentxRegistrationEntry 3 } agentxRegRangeSubId OBJECT-TYPE SYNTAX Unsigned32 MAX-ACCESS read-only STATUS current DESCRIPTION "agentxRegRangeSubId is used to specify the range. This is taken from r.region_subid in the registration PDU. If the value of this object is zero, no range is specified. If it is non-zero, it identifies the 'nth' sub-identifier in r.region for which this entry's agentxRegUpperBound value is substituted in the OID for purposes of defining the region's upper bound. The IETF takes no position regarding the validity or scope of any intellectual property or other rights that might be claimed to pertain to the implementation or use of the technology described in this document or the extent to which any license under such rights might or might not be available; neither does it represent that it has made any effort to identify any such rights. Information on the IETF's procedures with respect to rights in standards-track and standards-related documentation can be found in BCP-11. Copies of claims of rights made available for publication and any assurances of licenses to be made available, or the result of an attempt made to obtain a general license or permission for the use of such proprietary rights by implementors or users of this specification can be obtained from the IETF Secretariat.
The IETF invites any interested party to bring to its attention any copyrights, patents or patent applications, or other proprietary rights which may cover technology that may be required to practice this standard. Please address the information to the IETF Executive Director.
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